WEBCON BPS 2019.1
history of changes for version 2019.1.4.95
New features
[Applications]
l

l

Added support for multiple business entities in the absence report on WEBCON
BPS Portal.

Added the option to filter employees in the absence report on WEBCON BPS
Portal

Information
[Processes]
l

Changes introduced in this version will break the compatibility of the ExportImport mechanism. Exported process packages created in versions 2019.1.4.61
and older cannot be imported to the newest system version. In order for an
import to be possible, update the environment to the newest version and
export the processes again.

Changes to existing features
[Actions]
l

SOLR database elements will be reindexed after personal data is removed via
action.

Bug fixes
[General]
l

l

Corrected some Russian translation issues.

The installer should now correctly create a WebCon.WorkFlow.SDK library in the
WEBCON BPS Designer Studio folder.

l

Fixed handling of guest type accounts in AAD synchronization.

l

The installer should now correctly verify the .Net Core version.

l

l

Fixed an issue when synchronizing the BPS user list with the AAD in situations
where there were groups created only in the AAD and the WriteBack option
was enabled in the synchronization.

Fixed an inconsistency in the Export-Import mechanism when migrating views
that didn't have a defined display order.

[Applications]
l

l

l

l

Fixed the mechanism that generates the list of recent activities. The list of recent
activities should display the correct names of users that modified instances.

Filters on Portal reports should now be able to filter by |

Portal should no correctly display reports that contain a standard filter using the
"Yes/No" form field.

Improved sorting for calculated floating-point number columns on Portal
reports.

[Form fields]
l

l

Attachment categories containing parentheses in their name should now be
displayed correctly.

Fixed an issue with the mechanism for setting form field values. It should no
longer cause errors when setting a NULL value.

[Plugins]
l

l

Fied an issue with test invoking the public API Get_started_elementGet_started_element_fields-Get_element.

FormFieldExtension and CustomFormField SDK controls should now contain
additional information about the context of the workflow instance.

